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Cabinet Instructions
Cabinet for dental，operating and orthopedics

User’s manual

Installation Instructions:
1. Put the cabinet upward.
2. Use professional tools to unpack the batten and case cover.
3. Take out the cabinet carefully and put down gently.
4. Put the cabinet on one line as the drawing.
5. Use the tool to take the inside handle out and fix them outside.
6. Coat glass cement evenly around the cabinet top (the corner should be more)
7. Put the table-top on the cabinet, and make sure the smooth surface upward.
8. Press the cabinet to make it contact fully with the cabinet; don’t move it for one
day.

Safely usage method
1. Artificial marble tabletop
1）Do not put hot instruments on the tabletop directly, put insulation mat first.

2）Put a mat on the table-top, if you want to cut something on it.

3）Please keep the tabletop clean and dry，Because water contains a large
quantity of bleachers and scales， if stay long time, the color will turn light.

4）Please keep the tabletop away from potent chemicals, in case of this, please
use soap water to clean it.

2.Body of the cabinet
1）The carry capacity of the wall cabinet and mobile cabinet are not as good and
the fixed cabinet, don’t put the heavy thing inside.
2）Please clean the drawer with soft cloth.

3.Accessories
1）Add some lubricating oil to the hinge and drawer slide, so it can work smoothly.
2）If the chemical liquid leak on the accessory, you should clean it right no
3）Please open and turn off the drawer gently.

maintenance and warning:
1）Please keep the clinic breezier, dry and clean.
2）The screw of the cabinet, will be loose after using a period, it is the normal
phenomena, please make it tight.
3）Do not put hot instruments on the tabletop directly.
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4）The artificial marble tabletop will get scratch after using a long time, use
waterproof abrasive paper and suitable water to wipe it gently, and then polishing
it.
5）Check the connected part with the tube to make sure no water leaking.
6）I f there is any other problem, please contact us.
After-sales service
One year warranty: we provide the accessories and tabletop for free if it is broken
itself not damage by human.
If it exceed the warranty period, the accessories can be bought.

We hopes that you will benefit greatly from working with the
cabinets. Please observe the following notes to assure continued
trouble-free, economical and safe production operation.
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Product installation
and operating
instructions

B1014 Sensor tap ( warm
and cold water available) B1014-1 Sensor tap (Cold water)

Working
conditions

Environment temperature :1℃~55℃Water
temperature:1℃~7
0℃

Relative humidity≦95％

Working water
pressure:
0.05~0.8πpa

Working condition: No disturb of magnetic filed, no corrosive gas

Power supply: AC or DC6V(4 AA 1.5Valkaline dry battery)
Performance Parameter

Induction range: can be adjustable. Factory set value1~28cm,±15%Time to turn on:
≤1s

Time to turn off:≤2s Water flow (Water-pressure trends 0.1πpa±0.01π
pa:0.07~0.15 (L/s)

Battery life(4 AA 1.5V Alkaline battery ):Cycle time≥
300，000times

Product life: ≥
1000,000 times

Consumable for complete machine: average quiescent dissipation≤
0.25mW , Dynamic power consumable:<3W

Time to control
water flow:60s±5s

Applicable tube
diameter:
G1/2’’(DN15) Protection of power off: shut off the water valve Automatically when power off and person close it it will signs.

Notice before installation
Important matters

Clean the tube before install the tubeClean internal of the tube, make
sure no sundries

Must install according to the
instruction

Before
installtation,
install the
following item
first and take the
following picture
as reference

.Wash basin

. Drain-pipe

. Tube to supply cold and hot water
or asjust the tube in advanve
.
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Tool to prepare before installtation

. 2.5 MM Allen key to open the cap of the battery

11mm International universal joint opening spanner

22mm
International
universal joint
opening
spanner

. 15’’ screw key .Cross screwdriver
Install of the
faucet

Subject of the
tap

Cap of the tap, including the battery

Water outlet mouth

Induction area

Adjustable bar, adjust warm and
cold water

32mm WIN

Maximum
thickness::38MMGasket

Fixed screw

Supply hot water Cold water supply

800mm soft tube
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Stept for faucet installation

A. Withdraw the
screw, nut tap, and
gasket of the tap,
leave the O ring at
the bottom of the
tap

Main body of
the faucet

O shape gasket, pls leave
it

socket head cap screw

Nut of the main
faucet

Gasket and seal
ring

Make the soft tube
through the fixed nut and
gasket, install the soft
tube into the tube of the
tap

Subject of the faucet

Tube of the faucet

Mainly nut of the
faucetC. Fix the nut,

and then fix the
socket head cap
screw along the
clockwise
direction

Subject of the
faucet

Plastic
butterfly of
the base

Mainly nut of
the faucet

Install the gasket and seal ring at the
hole of the wash basin (32MM is the
minimum size of the hole)

Faucet

Center hole

Gasket and seal
ring of the faucet

Fix the tap on the desk tray

Soft tube

nut

Subject of faucet

Gasket and seal ring

Fixed
screw

Fix the gasket and
seal ring into the
nut,twist it tight
along the clockwise
direction

Fixed the nut, make the screw at the
buttom tight
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Connect the Tube

A: It is very
important to clean
internal of the tube,
make sure no
sundries.
B: Install the seal
ting between the
soft tube and the
palace of water
outlet

Tight the tube and soft tube after
putting the seal ring.

Soft tube

Seal ring

Valves for water supply

D: Open the valves for water
supply .
Notice: Don’t use tube
sealing liquid

Cap of
faucet

Installation of alkaline

Battery box

Subject of
faucet

Open the tap cap along
counterclockwise direction

Install 4 alkaline into the battery box

Twist the tap cap along clockwise
direction

Matters need attention
Keep the induction area clean, use soft cloth and mild detergent

A. Don’t use
corrosive powder,
oily,acidic and
alkaline detergent.
B. The eletric wire
don’t closed water.

C. Don’t hit the induction area

D. Air freshener,
acidic, alkaline
detergent should
keep away from the
induction area

6. Fault detection and exclusion

Please check and repair as the following way
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Phenomen
on

Reason Checking
elements

elimination
methods

No water
outlet or
little water
outlet

Power run off or the
electric connect
wrongly

Yellow light
occur or no light
when reinstall

Change the
battery or check
the power
supply

Water supply
problem

Check the water
pressure

Adjust the water
pressure

Connector contact
fault

Check the
connector
whether in the
right way or
whether tight
enough

Connect in the
right way and
make it tight

Filter clogging
Check the filter
plug or not

Clean up the
rubbish and
clean the filter

Water adjustable bar
is shut off or not
open completely

Check the water
adjustment

Make the water
adjustment at
the right
position

Water keep
running

Something dirty or in
front of the induction
area

Check whether
something cover
the induction
area

Clean the
induction are
and move the
fend away

Too far away from
the induction area
(The induction range
can be adjustable)

Check the
distance of the
induction are

Adjust the
induction
distance

Saving water, It need you and I to protect the environment.


